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1. [adverb] I did a very terrible terribly wrong thing that day. 

2. [agreement] It is one of my most remarkable failure failures in my life. 

3. [choice] Dicky used spent more than 24 hours to download the latest version of MSN. 

4. [choice] I have inwardly secretly loved Jerry, a senior boy, for more than two years.  

5. [choice] I looked read the message for an hour. I just couldn’t believe my eyes. Jack 

dated me. I decided to receive accept the invitation. 

6. [choice] Sandra had a very sweet voice. Therefore I felt very friendly comfortable and we 

chatted a lot. 

7. [extra] After a week later, Jack came to apologize but I would not forgive him. 

8. [gerund] I am afraid Joyce would never go date dating with me any more. 

9. [infinitive] In the chat room, Tom had a good sense of humour. It made me felt feel good. 

He decided to invite me to a date. I could felt feel my face getting red. I really didn’t 

know whether I should accepted accept or rejected reject him. 

10. [infinitive] Monroe needed to went go to the tuition class. She must took take the lesson. 

But she couldn’t found find Kennedy to inform him. The next day, she wanted to said 

sasy sorry to Kennedy. 

11. [it] I  It was the first time for me to date a boy. I It was lucky that he was not Joseph, our 

class monitor. 

12. [order] Edward is two years older than me two years. 

13. [p.p.] I was really exciting excited and expected an unforgettable date. 

14. [passive] I was shocked when I saw Candy holding hands with Tommy, my best friend. 

15. [preposition] I waited for more than thirty minutes but Cherry did not turn up. 

16. [preposition] I was looking forward for to this date with Shirley. 

17. [question tag] Karen is a beautiful girl, doesn’t isn’t she? 

18. [rewrite] She dated me It was wrong for her to date me, but we could still be friends. 

19. [simple tense] Every thing was happen happened inside a park. Mary was sit sitting 

under a tree. She was reading a book and was nearly fall fell asleep. Suddenly, Tom was 

come came behind her and was cover covered her eyes with his hands. 

20. [verb] Brian felt sorry about the date but nothing useful can be done now. 

 


